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George Rust–D’Eye, Ophir Bar-Moshe, and Andrew James
Where do you turn for quick answers to
your municipal law questions? Ontario
Municipal Law: A User’s Manual 2019
is a comprehensive yet easy-to-use work,
designed to provide you with the most
convenient way to access must-know
information, with:
• Full text of the Municipal Act, 2001,
Municipal Conflict of Interest Act,
Municipal Elections Act and the
Municipal Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act, annotated
with explanatory commentary and
case law and fully incorporating the
extensive changes to all four statutes
brought by Bill 68 and Bill 181
• Cross-references throughout to
relevant provisions of the included
legislation
• Practical commentary explaining the
operation of each Part of the Act and
key sections, and highlighting what is
new
• Relevant case law decided under
the current and former legislation,
including recent Court of Appeal and
Divisional Court decisions
• 32 checklists designed to provide
practical clarification of the legislative
requirements in issues such as notices,
municipal freedom of information,
fees and charges requests, municipal
liability, and many more
• Finding tools such as a table of
concordance, table of cases, and an
index
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Features of the 2019 edition include:
• The key municipal statutes, fully
annotated with case law and
applicable regulations:
–– Municipal Act, 2001, S.O. 2001,
c. 25
–– Municipal Conflict of Interest Act,
R.S.O. 1990, c. M.50
–– Municipal Elections Act, 1996, S.O.
1996, c. 32
–– Municipal Freedom of Information
and Protection of Privacy Act, R.S.O.
1990, c. M.56
• Legislation is current to September 8,
2018 (Ontario Gazette 151:36)
• Includes Bill 31, Efficient Local
Government Act, 2018
• 32 practical statutory checklists
clarifying the legislative requirements
All of the important recent municipal
law decisions issued by the Court of
Appeal and Divisional Court have been
incorporated into the 2019 edition,
including:
• Four-step test for analyzing statutory
cause of action against municipalities
for non-repair (Fordham v. DuttonDunwich (Municipality))
• Process for debarring a contractor
(Interpaving Limited v. City of Greater
Sudbury)
• Jurisdiction of ombudsman to
investigate alleged non-compliance
by elections audit committee with
open meeting requirement (Ontario
Ombudsman v. Hamilton (City))
• Municipal licensing by-law governing
landlords not conflicting with
Residential Tenancies Act (Fodor v.
North Bay (City))
• Non-repair action based on absence of
stop line successful even where driver
was negligent in entering intersection
(Smith v. Safranyos)

Answers the key questions
Ontario Municipal Law: A User’s
Manual 2019 is intended for daily use,
addressing the full range of issues that
arise in the course of dealings both
within council chambers and between
municipalities and individuals or
businesses.
It addresses questions such as:
• Does council have the power to enact
a by-law?
• What do natural person powers mean
in practice?
• What is the procedure for conducting
a tax sale?
• When are exemptions from the
prohibition against bonusing of
businesses?
• When can a council meeting be closed

to the public?
• What types of debts owed to the
municipality have priority lien status?
• When can a compliance audit be
required following a municipal
election?
• What are the powers and duties of a
municipal clerk?
• What is the status of the mayor?
• What are the must-know limitation
periods?
• What are the specific rules regarding
business licensing?
• What budgetary obligations are
imposed on municipalities?
• How can various types of by-laws be
quashed?
• What election expenses do not fall
within the normal limit for candidates
for municipal office?
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